Educational practice - Basis / values

Knowledge dissimination and exchange of knowledge is important. Channeling knowledge through teaching from one individual to another is not an easy task as we all have a unique take on new information.

I value expectations high. What can you, as the teachee expect from me, your teacher? Also, what can I expect from you? We may both have an idea on what to expect from one another, but matching those expectations is perhaps the best investment to do early on in a course.

Another aspect is motivation, which is key to good learning. You may already be motivated, and as a teacher I want to maintain and enhance that motivation.

I employ the following to maintain and enhance motivation on our journey from taking you from a novice to an expert:
- Working examples and assignments that demonstrate their use on real life applications
- Teaching and learning activities that promote curiosity to asking questions
- Coursework is well-structured and crystal clear from start to finish
- I will hear you out

Teaching experience

I have been teaching Human and Wind Loads since 2015.

Formal pedagogical training

Ph.D. course: Getting started on your teaching